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Countryside Consensus
LARA’s Seminar, held at the National Watersports Centre, Holme Pierrepont,
by kind permission of Sport England

2 October 1998

Programme

10.25

Welcome

10.35

Speaker #1

Geoff Wilson, Deputy Chairman, LARA
Bob Cartwright, Head of Park Management
Lake District National Park Authority
[Bob’s paper is reproduced here.]

10.50

Plenary brainstorm

What are the characteristics of a consensus
process?
[All participants suggest items which are
listed here]

10.55

Schia Mitchell, Project Co-ordinator,
The Environment Council

Speaker #2

[Schia spoke to bullet points and notes,
and acted as seminar co-ordinator on the
day – her input is reflected in the whole
programme.]

11.10

Listing questions to be answered

Workshop session #1

[Seminar participants are invited to
suggest the questions they want answered.
These are divided into two lists: those
that the workshop groups can address
(internal) and those that the speakers
might address along the way.
Prioritisation is done by participants
sticking one coloured dot per person
against the question of their choice.]

11.30

Dealing with these questions

Workshop session #1

[Each group is allocated a priority
question and a second question to get
some spread. If someone in a group
desperately wants to deal with a
different question they can ask to move.
Each group table has two flip chart
sheets to be written on (flat on the
table).
Each group spends 15 minutes listing the
PROBLEMS/ CONCERNS/ ISSUES on one sheet
And 15 minutes listing
SOLUTIONS/ OPPORTUNITIES
On another sheet (with group number at
the top)
These sheets are transferred across to
the picture gallery.]
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12.10

Delegates’ comments on the answers

Picture gallery

[The participants have 20 minutes to go
and look at the picture gallery of the
previous session. Everyone has a pad of
Post-It Notes and a black felt pen.
Everyone writes comments (as they feel
moved) and sticks these alongside each
item on the flip-chart sheets.

The Post-It Note comments are shown in this
report in the shaded boxes.]
12.30

Speaker #3

Steve Jenkinson, Editor of Waymark, journal of the
Institute of Public Rights of Way Officers
[Steve’s paper is reproduced here]

13.45

Speaker #4

Mick Presland, Regional Development Officer,
Sports England
[Mick spoke to bullet points, reproduced
here.]

14.00

Feedback on the morning session

Workshop session #2

[Things raised, or missed, by the morning
sessions – more Post-It Notes, more
questions.]

14.30

Speaker #5

Audrey Wedderburn, National Trails Officer,
The Countryside Commission
[Audrey did a participation exercise,
with visual presentation – this will not
reproduce here – our apologies.]

14.55

How is this relevant to me?
How do I take this forward?

Workshop session #2

[More flip-chart sheets, which are
reproduced here, with additional Post-It
Note comments.]

15.15

Plenary

15.30

Chairman to close

LARA
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Question/task:

BOB CARTWRIGHT’S PAPER

Are you an involved party or merely interested?
The countryside is made up of an enormous number of interlocking interests and a large
proportion might be directly involved. It depends on the issue. The Countryside March showed
how many interest groups were around; the farmers with the desperate economics of agriculture
today, the hunters, the access to the countryside lobby, those against genetically modified
animals and crops, those fighting the closure of village schools and shops. Many sought to
influence the message about the issues that they felt to be at stake, but will they all be actively
involved in finding a solution?
We can talk glibly about getting stakeholders together to seek consensus, we can ask them to
share ‘ownership’ of a problem and tease out solutions to be tried and tested. We can all explore
opportunities for new ways of co-operating, sit down regularly to review progress, analyse the
results, isolate and remove the weaknesses and share the strengths of the lessons learned. It all
sounds so grown up, mature, logical and sensible. Yet how often does it happen? How often
does it work?
An honest approach is essential: Are the ‘conservation lobby’ and local authorities laying a
veneer of respectability and political correctness in exploring consensus management? In their
heart of hearts, do they know that what they should really do is lead from the front - if only they
had the powers? Are they giving the users just enough rope to hang themselves?
Is the ‘recreation lobby’ ingratiating itself with the environmentalists, extracting concessions
and commitments that will later be used in evidence against them if they don’t get their way?
If we assume for the moment that human beings are normally inclined to be open, honest and
constructive, the only other requirements are:
i. Involve those who must be involved;
ii Keep the interested parties informed at every stage in the process.

Making Consensus Work
Measure the size of the Task
Assess the number of bodies with an interest - and their potential to help, if involved genuinely
and respectfully. Do not lose sight of their ability to hinder progress if ignored, insulted or
derided.
Establish the importance of the issue
Be aware that sometimes the issue at stake is of only marginal interest to those who must be
essential to seeking a solution. If it is of a lower priority than some other pressing matter, how
do you involve them? The issue has to be made relevant and important, not because we say so,
but because they believe it to be so.
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%2%&$57:5,*+7·63$3(5
Ensure there is the ability to see the job through
Understand that a lack of resources available within organisations will inhibit their ability to
achieve effective consensus management. Authorities must make their own minds up but I do
know that many bodies relying on volunteers struggle to find able people willing to negotiate
effectively and offer long term commitment. Somehow we need to train people to measure the
cost of the alternatives, and to be courageous.
The Lake District National Park Authority showed considerable foresight and courage in being
willing to break new ground with the Hierarchy of Trail Routes Experiment, trusting its staff to
try something different, knowing that things could go badly wrong. They believe, however, that
time invested now will pay dividends in the future.
Identify and expose the ulterior motives
Be astute enough to recognise that many interested parties - and some of the involved ones have other motives (actual or perceived) for becoming stakeholders. Campaigning bodies in the
countryside have traditionally achieved so much by lobbying from a partisan viewpoint to
protect what is good about the British countryside. But can they be (are you) really committed to
consensus? Will those that you campaign for think of you as collaborators with the opposition?
Are you undermining the principles that led them to join your organisation in the first place?
I cannot stress too greatly, from my own experience, the difficulties involved in bringing
opposing groups together, keeping them together, exploding myths and dismantling prejudices.
However....

Consider the Alternative
Faced with these daunting obstacles to success, resorting to “hard legal processes” and
“administrative management systems” (to quote from Alan Kind’s pre-conference papers) has
some appeal doesn’t it? At your feet lie clear rules of engagement, limited personal risk, and a
thoroughly boring way of enduring a career in countryside management.
Some people have spent much of their professional lives, and some recreationalists have spent
too much of their leisure time, in adversarial roles. Some have enjoyed it (“my second hobby is
being difficult”); many have not.
If consenting adults are involved, consensus management is worth a try. Some Authorities know
from bitter experience that if both sides aren’t up for it, consensus is only worth pursuing once
the Secretary of State’s report has thudded onto the mat. Where there is trust and a willingness
to listen, the scope for progress is immense.

%RE&DUWZULJKWLVWKH+HDGRI3DUN0DQDJHPHQWIRUWKH/DNH'LVWULFW
1DWLRQDO3DUN$XWKRULW\
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4XHVWLRQ7DVN

67(3+(1-(1.,1621·63$3(5

PEOPLE POWER
With an active background in countryside access as - amongst other things - a walker, cyclist, rights of
way officer and national park authority member, Stephen Jenkinson presents a personal insight into one
of the ingredients for a successful consensus approach.
Forget laws, British Standards and government directives. People’s unique and powerful perceptions are
the key to success in access management...

Is this really for you?
With all the workaday talk of highway law, Planning Policy Guidance, High Court action and
strategic plans, it is all too easy to let the tail wag the dog in countryside and access
management. In other words, I think we all too easily forget that these regulations and standards
are not Holy Grails in themselves. In truth, these are just tools to guide us towards what matters
most in any kind of management: people. Forget the human factor at your peril. Politicians
know this: people are their business. And like it or not, there will always be a political
dimension to countryside work.
Academics and other ‘experts’ may seem to have all the scientific facts and technical solutions, but the
latter alone are rarely enough to solve problems in the Real World. Theoretical solutions have to operate
in a human context, and are thus dependent on all the personal hopes, fears, illogicalities - and
consequential frustrations! - of mankind. But this key principle is no bad thing, as mastering people
power gives you some very effective consensus-building techniques, that will work in many conflict
situations. This paper introduces some of these principles and approaches, that you can take away and use
to fertilise a consensus approach.

That’s not fair!
People get uncomfortable about validating perceptions, as they are individually unique, and thus not easy
to simplify, define or control. There is no Department of the Environment circular or British Standard on
perceptions - though a European directive may be on its way! But this is also the strength of dealing in
perceptions, as their infinite variety allows an equally varied range of unique and creative solutions to be
found.
Another important fact is that you can start dealing with perceptions without knowing all the fine print.
Indeed, too much technical knowledge and logicality can be a hindrance! All the same, when you know
all the technicalities and facts, starting to then deal in perceptions complicates things, doesn’t it? It makes
life more difficult, even though it can make things much better overall in the long-term. That’s so unfair,
isn’t it? Do you agree? Excuse me, but who told you life was meant to be easy?
Sure, we’d all like an easy ride, but if you really care about your hobby or the environment, or whatever,
isn’t it a bit of an insult to its value if you are only prepared to be involved if it’s straightforward? As I see
it... and to quote from M Scott Peck in The Road Less Travelled:
Life is difficult
This is a great truth, one of the greatest truths
It is a great truth because once we truly see this truth, we transcend it
Because once it is accepted, the fact that life is difficult no longer matters
Life is a series of problems
Do we want to moan about them or solve them?
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If you really want to make progress, just accept that life is hard, and then put your energies into making
things better. Watch the news tonight, or read a newspaper. Who are the people making progress and
inspiring you to support them the most? How many of these are moaners? And how many are people
looking to the future, making you believe things can change for the better? And if that’s how you react to
moaners, how do people perceive you? Are you one of those increasingly-common people who gets 95
per cent of what you want, but still moans just as much about the five per cent you didn’t get?
As I see it, the four Ps work here:
Positive
People
Promote
Progress
From my knowledge of professionals in many areas of work, people who moan - be they access users,
rights of way officers or councillors - only inspire others to do just enough to shut them up. And if
moaners show they are never going to be satisfied, others will give up trying to please them at all,
especially if there are not enough resources to help everyone anyway. On the other hand, positive people
inspire others to achieve results for a common feel-good factor - and then to do even more to heighten the
feeling of success. Positive people can still be critical... but they always place the greatest emphasis on
finding solutions and ways forward. What sort of person would you be keener to build consensus with?
So before we move onto the next section, please place any moaning tendencies in the corner of the room.
Don’t worry, they’ll still be there if you want them back to use later.

Fact, fiction... or perception?
You might think that rights of way management, with its supposedly solid legal facts and specifications,
would be fairly straightforward and uncomplicated - not so! This is because conflict is usually centred on
perceptions, which often have little to do with facts. Instead they are formed by an infinite variety of
emotional baggage, such as an individual’s background, up-bringing, education, feelings, health, personal
confidence or insecurity.
Imagine there is a partly drunk bottle of beer in front of you. What do you think about it?
Facts:
this bottle has 500ml of beer in it
it is made of glass
the top has been removed
Perceptions:
it’s half full
it’s half empty
is it safe to drink?
I prefer Carlsberg
who’s been drinking my beer?
let’s stop reading this and go for a drink!
Few people would describe the bottle to a friend by stating one of the facts. You are most likely to
respond with a perception; namely, a personal interpretation reflecting your feelings and background at
the time. In fact, if you asked a friend for his opinion on the bottle, and he replied “it’s got 500ml of beer
in it”, you’d be forgiven for thinking he’s a bit of a smart arse! In short, we expect perceptions - rather
than objective facts - all the time in everyday life. Thus, looking at any conflict or proposal, it is totally
human and normal for people to perceive it in a unique way; a way that is also likely to be quite different
to yours. And so, I suggest if you want to make positive progress in consensus management, just accept
people’s perceptions as a starting point, however whacky or opposed to your own they may be. Because in
truth:

PERCEPTION IS REALITY
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There is no such thing as a false perception. A perception is real, vivid, and alive for its beholder,
although some people are more open and honest about their perceptions than others. Trying to influence
an opponent head-on by arguing “that’s not how it is in reality” is, I find, a pretty ineffective ploy; it may
simply serve to further entrench the other person’s position, or make them less likely to be open about
their feelings in the future. For example, it is pointless trying to win an argument about whether a painting
is good or bad. Different people will see the exact same picture as attractive, hideous, inspirational or
depressing, amongst many other adjectives. Indeed, the same person may see the same picture differently
depending on the context, such as their current mood, the type of frame or where it is hung. And thus,
because landowners, access users - even rights of way officers - are all human, the same principles of
perceptions and context apply to countryside conflicts. Let’s look at some examples...

The three hat trick
Here we get down to some nitty-gritty countryside access scenarios - and the perceptions and reactions
involved.
And before anyone gets offended, I do this as someone who wears all the hats below through my various
roles... so I’m allowed to be irreverent to each of them!
And whilst none of them describes any particular person, including myself, the attitudes are very much
based on what I’ve encountered in real life, albeit rolled together into one character.
Let’s introduce the hats...
Hat one is for an access user. It’s a woolly knitted item with a bobble on top, so we’ll say it belongs to a
keen walker, called Brian Longstrides. Recently-retired Brian has lots of spare time and is determined to
be the best footpath secretary Twee Valley walkers’ club ever had; he’s resolved to put right 50 years of
neglect in the first year of his appointment. After all, the law seems so simple to Brian. Armed with a
copy of the Blue Book on rights of way law - which has very special qualities as it was touched by
rambling media-luvvy Janet Street-Porter - he’s ready for a battle. He’s careful noted that the Blue Book’s
chapter “Things you can do” lists making complaints to the High Court, Ombudsman or District Auditor
long before doing something positive yourself, like waymarking, building stiles, clearing vegetation,
seeking consensus or agreeing strategies and priorities.
Hat two - let’s say a policeman’s hat - goes to Barry Browbeaten, rights of way officer for Ultravires
County Council. Despite his enthusiasm for the countryside, Barry recently joined a wine circle and
squash club, to replace his interest in walking, as it now reminds him far too much of work. Whilst
colleagues think his tally of four ‘thank you’ letters over ten years is amazingly good, Barry now finds it
easier to detach himself from his work. Like other rights of way officers, his principles of fair play,
equality and impartiality are still held dear. But with an increasingly demanding public and pitiful
resources, he knows that whatever decision is made, someone will be unhappy, and so the moaning is
now just background noise. Barry still holds out for an opportunity to rekindle his enthusiasm, and vainly
searches for tasks, however modest, that will be appreciated and feel like he’s made some progress.
Hat three - a dignified feathery creation from Jean-Louis of Bond Street - belongs to county councillor
Felicity Arbuthnott-Smythe, the third generation of Smythes in public service. After meeting that most
charming chairman of the Countryside Commission, she’s utterly convinced of the need for all these
‘path-ways’ to be opened-up. But from her walks around the constituency - that strangely coincide with
local elections - the problems of unclassified county roads or definitive maps, rarely get into the top ten
issues, compared to meals on wheels, books for schoolchildren or dog fouling. She did once take an
interest in a rights of way case, but found the views so polarised that whatever she did, the venomous hate
mail came from one side or the other. After newspaper coverage, the wider electoral repercussions of
appearing to support obsessive militant ‘anoraks’ on either side of the debate, did little to convince her
that much good could come from it. Whilst genuinely caring very much about equality and the poor
people, she knows that to influence things she has to get re-elected.
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So now, here we have three different but crucial people involved in countryside issues; let’s see what their
interpretations are of the same phrases... a bit like contestants describing the same word on the television
programme Call my Bluff.
Phrase one: “You must unblock this right of way as it is a statutory duty”
Brian the walker: “This is something that has to be done now - because a) it’s the law and, b) I’ve
complained about it.”
Barry the ROW officer: “I don’t need any patronising reminders about what the law says - letters from
users across the county remind me every day! But I can’t do them all, and so have to prioritise. And quite
frankly, my bosses would rather I did the statutory duties where the council gets the most significant
progress, or at least good publicity or thanks, rather than just deal with whoever shouts loudest, and who
will continue to moan whatever we do.”
Felicity the councillor: “Well, there are a lot of other statutory duties, and a lot of other very worthy
projects that would benefit many people, much more than unblocking the odd path that some enthusiast
demands stays open. Whilst all the paths should be open, and we’ll no doubt get there eventually, it would
be very difficult to justify giving very much extra cash to rights of way, when education and social
services are being cut.
Local government is about meeting the overall public interest, which is definitely not the same thing as
meeting the individual demands of each member of the public. I can’t see any good coming from this, as
all Mr Longstride will do once it is sorted, is complain about another problem.”
Phrase two: “Serving a Highways Act section 56 notice” (this is a method of taking the Highway
Authority (local council) to magistrates’ court to try and make them put right an allegedly defective right
of way)
Brian the walker: “These notices give the council the willies all right - plus a day in court for me and all
the publicity. It’s bound to make things better. The rights of way officer will hate me for it, but I don’t
care - the end justifies the means. I’ll be a hero. A latter-day David against the Goliath.”
Barry the ROW officer: “Yawn, not another one! Brian is entitled to make the complaint; I personally
don’t blame him as the budget is far too low. The trouble is, all senior managers will do is tell me to shift
funding from other jobs onto the routes that the notice refers to. This often means abandoning jobs that
could bring-in grant aid or are actually more cost-effective to put right.
As for feeling scared, I don’t think so. I’m here as a professional to act for the council, and I know I’ve
done what they wanted. Threats from users are hardly worrying stuff compared to, for example, the
threats of violence made against my family by landowners when we take enforcement action.”
Felicity the councillor: “The easiest thing is to do the work to shut the chap up, but it doesn’t mean
there’ll be extra money, as the budget has been set. And if Mr Longstrides’ actions mean other work has
to stop, I’ll make sure the people who are now disappointed know why. He’ll have to live with the
consequences. But if he carries on serving these notices, we’ll stand up to him, as once he appears like an
obsessed fanatic, I’ll get more credibility from ‘normal’ people for being strong.”
Phrase three “Let’s be friends”
Brian the walker: “This is my new tactic. I’ll chum up to the council like their best friend. I won’t criticise
them to their face, and say they are much better than the adjacent authority. I’m sure to get my way then.”
Barry the ROW officer: “I gave up trying to be friends with access user groups ages ago. All I want is for
them to be open, honest and help make some realistic progress; in fact I get very suspicious if they are too
friendly. I don’t mind them criticising pitiful resources as I don’t take it personally, it helps make my case
with the bosses, and in truth I feel the same way. But as a professional, I can’t openly say that; users in the
past have betrayed my trust and ineptly regurgitated informal comment in complaints to councillors.
Amusingly, Brian doesn’t realise I know he slags me off to my friend at the council next door - so his
patronising means nothing. We officers have just as good a grapevine as users do.”
Felicity the councillor: “Friends... after all these years of politics, it makes me uneasy when these
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moaners suddenly go quiet; trust and respect are built, not instantly given. I’m happy for Mr Longstride to
make his case like before, as long as he does it in a positive way to give me some political benefit in
supporting him. And for that he needs to listen to other people’s concerns and values just as much as he’d
like to be listened to himself. He needs to give me some positive outcome from supporting him,
superficially being his ‘chum’ doesn’t do that.”
Does some of this sound familiar? Like them or not, these views - and others like them - are very much
alive around the country.
The important thing is to just accept these perceptions and then find a way forward. And one of the best
ways of getting somewhere, is to use a map...

Maps really are the key
The reason Brian, Barry and Felicity have these different responses is that they see the world in different
ways; they have different mental maps of how things are, from which they form their perceptions. Let’s
look at this concept further, as I know people dealing with public access feel more comfortable when
dealing with maps of any kind. Let’s use paper maps to illustrate this issue of interpretation (another word
for perception) first of all. All geographical maps of this planet are based on the same resource: the Earth.
But, unless you are Michael Palin or Richard Branson going around the world, you don’t want a map of
all the earth’s surface and all its features - that’s far too much information. So, most of us opt for a view
that’s edited to our particular area of interest, be it a certain region or type of feature, as with a geological
map. But by doing that, we also make our maps less relevant to people with other interests.
Take a standard London Underground map that you find in diaries and on the back of London A to Z
maps. This map works well for passengers, but it’s no good for the maintenance engineers, as the lengths
are all distorted - the distances between stations outside the centre of London are compressed to fit on the
page. An engineer wants a map that is to scale and shows exactly where the lines, signals and junction
boxes are. Get the idea? It’s the same Underground system, but the maps are drawn in different ways to
suit different purposes; you can’t simply say one map is more correct than another - because the map’s
value depends on the purpose it’s being put to. The same theory works with people’s mental maps of how
they perceive different situations; the features included and contexts covered are certain to be different.
Thus maps - paper or mental - are drawn, and so work best, for a specific purpose.
Looking at the perceptions of our three hats, we can start to see what their mental-maps have been drawn
to achieve:
Brian the rambler: his mental map shows just those blocked paths he wants to use.
Barry the ROW officer: his map shows all the blocked paths in the county.
Felicity the councillor: her map shows not just rights of way, but also homes for the elderly and schools,
so on.
Do you see? It’s the same county, but seen from different mental-maps, and thus different perceptions.
You might not like another person’s mental map, but it works for them; thrusting your map at them is not
likely to make them feel comfortable or secure. So for a consensus approach, it’s easier to overlay your
mental map with the areas and features from other people’s maps. And once people know you can see
things from their point of view, they are more likely to start accepting your perception of the situation in
return. You don’t have to use all the other person’s map features. For example, there are many public
houses on Ordnance Survey maps, but you don’t have to go to them just because they are recorded. But if
you want to see the world through the eyes of someone who’s thirsty, having the pubs marked on will
help a great deal! And even if you don’t like looking at them, knowing how and why these mental maps
were drawn is extremely useful, as it allows you to...

Look for the positive intention. For almost everything done by humans in this world:
THERE IS ALWAYS A POSITIVE INTENTION
...even if the outcome isn’t always as positive!
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By understanding how and why people draw their mental maps, you can start to see their positive
intentions. You may find those intentions unhelpful or unjust from your perspective, but all the same the
other party will see them as a positive outcome. Even things staying the same is a positive outcome, if
that’s what the other person wants. The fact that:

THERE IS ALWAYS A POSITIVE INTENTION
is crucial to remember, as once you start to look for it, it usually gives two big benefits and powerful tools
to use:
Firstly, you’ll start to find common goals. In the case of the three hats, they are all happy in principle to
have paths opened up; it’s just other factors on their maps that shift the emphasis.
Secondly, once you know the positive intention, you can start to offer constructive alternative routes
towards that positive intention. These alternative approaches may very well meet the positive intentions
of other parties, including your own. That spookily sounds like finding a consensus...
And once you can see and share that positive intention, even if it doesn’t address all your individual
desires, you grab the attention of the other parties. They now want this approach to succeed too. But you
really have to see this common vision, and truly see it, in all its depth and colour. This is why you need to
accept the other person’s perception; otherwise how can you see, what you deny exists?
As William Blake, British poet and visionary wrote:
Man’s Desires are limited by his Perceptions;
none can desire what he has not perceived.
So, looking at our three hats again, let’s work out the real positive intentions...
Brian the rambler: he wants to be seen as the best footpath secretary and get paths opened up.
Barry the rights of way officer: he wants to use his limited funds wisely and get back some enthusiasm
and positive encouragement for his work.
Felicity the councillor: she wants to be associated with making positive progress on something with wide
benefits and best value for a whole range of people... oh, and get re-elected.
Now that we’ve found and read the mental maps, and so discovered the deeper positive intentions, we can
see that in practice, there is no conflict between the core desires of Brian, Barry or Felicity. Making
progress now becomes much clearer: just find a way forward that addresses all these positive intentions. I
don’t know about you, but now I know the positive intentions, I can think of a variety of ways that this
can be done. These alternative ways forward are not apparent if you just read the immediate perceptions
of the phrases in the Three Hat Trick section above.
The key is looking deeper and through your own immediate reaction and needs, to what others are saying
or perceiving, which is not always easy if you don’t like what is being said. But it is very worthwhile
doing so, as finding common goals is a very sustainable place to start. However benevolent we may be, it
is only human nature to find more energy for a project that you really want to succeed, rather than just
tolerating someone else’s agenda for a while. And it is these common goals that will sustain a consensus
approach, as everyone has a true stake in the outcome. Without a shared positive outcome, the debate is
likely to focus on differences - and all the tension and failure that goes with them - as these may be all
people have to hold onto.

Maybe you don’t need consensus?
You may still be unconvinced about this consensus and perception lark. That’s your choice. Indeed, it
may well be your perspective! And in truth, I think you will be disappointed if you just see consensus as
simply a ‘nicer’ way of getting exactly what you want. If you are not prepared to give some ground and
accept compromises, consensus probably won’t work for you. After all, why should other people
compromise for you, if you won’t do so for them? Consensus may well mean backing-down when you
‘know’ you are right. However, looking at the big picture from where I stand, consensus is truly a way of
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making the most productive use of your time, which overall will help you to get more of what you want.
But without acknowledging the latter facts and having a wider vision, I suggest you will fall into the trap
(or continue to stay in it!) of parochially fighting to the death over every little issue, at the expense of
exploring other areas where consensus, and thus progress, will be far greater.

Consensus probably isn’t for you if you believe that:
*
*
*
*
*
*

statutory duties will always be a top priority for everyone else
highway law on its own will give a quality rights of way network
you will get everything you want
you are always right
the cheque is in the post
the tooth fairy and Santa Claus really do exist

Sure we’d all like the above to be true in an ideal world. And it’s not for me to tell you that such a perfect
world isn’t worth fighting for. All I can say is that, in my experience, once you accept that the world will
never be perfect, and that life is difficult, you will realise far more of your true potential to change things
for the better. I think many people head for the law, confrontation - or just moan - because they simply
don’t see another way; but there are solutions just there to be had. Of course, you may have to go to the
law as a last resort, but through consensus I believe there is a real possibility of solutions that are much
more pleasant and, most of all, achieve far more than a statutory approach ever could.

The end... Or just a beginning?
I hope this, and the rest of the consensus papers, inspire you towards a new beginning and positive
approach. The past has gone; let’s learn from it what we can and then move swiftly on. To be truthful,
when I first discovered these mental maps and perceptions, I thought it might be a recipe for more
uncertainty and a lack of clear vision. In practice - and as someone with several ‘hats’ - I’ve found it a
very productive privilege to have all these ‘mental-maps’. Today, I’m not just working with one mental
map at a time, but several - although they all have goals and outcomes that I share. I very much treasure
the flexibility and depth this gives me. I hope you too extend your collection of maps, and thus find
consensus to conserve and enhance the very precious resource that we all care passionately about - albeit
drawn on different maps!
Remember:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Conflict is all about people
Life is difficult - accept it
Positive People Promote Progress
Perception is reality
Look for the mental map
Find the positive intention
Propose other ways forward
There is always another way!

Stephen Jenkinson works in a portfolio of roles related to access and countryside management; the views
in this paper, however, are his own and not representative of any organisation or client he works with.
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Countryside Consensus
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